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OVERVIEW

Zomblobs! is a tactical tabletop miniature

wargame, a battle of wits and wil l , a fight for the

future of al l blobkind. In a post-post-apocalyptic

world, blobs are the dominant l ife form. The

Soup, the gelatinous DNA stew that covers the

world in the wake of the Catastrophe, is a rich,

diverse melting pot of genetic potential . The

world has been quiet for a time, but something
is brewing.

From the muck, three breeds of blobs have

risen to fight for superiority and control of their

bl ighted, wounded world.

Aspirant blobs seek to understand their
heritage, and unlock the secrets of the

Catastrophe. Their burgeoning intel l igence is

the legacy of the few pockets of mitochondria

that managed to survive the Catastrophe mostly

unmutated. I f the world is to be rebuilt, it wil l

only be possible by the work of the Aspirants.

Feral blobs prowl the extensive twisted
frontiers, honing their instincts and hunting new

prey. Little matters to them but l iving in the

moment. They are a wild synthesis of the deep

diversity of what was once the animal kingdom,

and their breed is less of a cohesive whole and

more of a conglomeration of convenience.

Zomblobs are a diseased corruption of the
Aspirant breed. Their strongest drive is to

consume all that they find. Zomblobs are

parasites. . . brutal ly efficient ones. Born in the

wake of the Catastrophe, they may well be an

even greater threat to the planet.

Choose your breed and conquer... or be
consumed.

GAMEPLAY SUMMARY

Zomblobs! is designed around small squad

tactics on a 1 inch hex grid. I t can be converted

to a gridless game, the specifics for which are

below. The core game is built for two players

and six units per team, but scaling and

handicapping is possible using the Squad

Composition rules l isted below.

Zomblobs! uses six-sided dice (often noted as

"D6") for combat and optional ly for tracking.

You wil l l ikely only need nine or so, but more

can speed up the game a bit. Each unit has its

own Unit Card for tracking stats.

There are some map grids included in this beta

package, or you can print out the blank grid and

make your own. Zomblobs! can also use terrain

grids from other games, though the rules

assume a 1 .25 inch hex grid.

Zomblobs! units al l have personal clocks, and

they wil l act when ready. A player might not get

to use all his units at once, as units get ready at

different ticks of time, depending on tactical

choices of al l players. Tracking Time Points

and making the most of careful planning is

crucial to success.

Units also have personal Heat, and may be in a

fever state or a cool state. This state dictates

the actions they may use and is in turn dictated

by actions that have been used.

Varied win conditions and battle scenarios are

below as well , from simple "last blob standing"

combat to base capture to bounty hunting. Play

can range from quick half-hour clashes to

multibattle campaigns.

ZOMBLOBS!
BETA ©2012 Taylor Eshelman
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UNIT CARDS AND STATISTICS

Each unit in the game has a Unit Card . This

card summarizes the capabil ities of the unit and

includes a small unit portrait (for this Beta, the

portraits and piece graphics are not final).

First, each Unit Card starts with the unit's

Name, Breed and Role. Each unit has a

unique name. The three breeds are, as above,

Aspirant, Feral and Zomblob. There are three

roles at present, Melee, Ranged and Support.

These are often just descriptive, but there may

be rules or Actions that reference any of these.

Below the breed and role panel is the Unit

Special panel. Each unit has a quirk that

makes them tactical ly unique, and it is

described in this panel. These Special abil ities

may affect any aspect of the game.

The top right of the Unit Card has the Unit's

Statistics, INITIATIVE, WILL, MDEF (Melee

Defense), RDEF (Ranged Defense), and

MOVE.

INITIATIVE

I f more than one Unit is ready to act at any

given moment of time, the unit with the higher

INITIATIVE value wil l act first. I f there is a tie,

rol l a die, and the unit with the highest rol l acts

first. INITIATIVE usually only affects turn order

within a moment of time.

WILL

WILL is a measure of a unit's wil lpower, and wil l

be used for a couple of things.

First is what we call a "WILL Check". Some

game circumstances wil l cal l for a Wil l Check.

Roll a D6, and if your rol l is LOWER than your

unit's WILL value, the unit passes the check.

WILL is used to defend agains WILL-based

Actions. Roll a number of dice equal to the

number of the WILL stat for your defense.

Actions also have a WILL stat, the offensive

version of the same concept. I t's important to

note that a unit's WILL stat may not be the

same as the WILL of any given Action.

Always use an Action's WILL value for offense,

and a Unit's WILL for defense.

MDEF is Melee Defense, the number of dice

you wil l rol l to defend against a Melee Attack.

RDEF is Ranged Defense, the number of dice

you wil l rol l to defend against a Ranged Attack.

Attacks and defending against them are

described more ful ly in the Combat section.

MOVE is the distance a unit can travel when it

is activated, measured in cells if using a grid-

based map, or inches if playing on a gridless

map. (When playing gridless, always measure

from the leading edge of the unit's base.)

Under the portrait is the unit's Health Grid .

Each unit has 1 2 Health Points. These may be
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depleted by suffering attacks and fail ing to

adequately defend against them, and these

may be healed by varied Acions. The Health

Grid is a graphical layout of the Health Points.

I t may be useful to put the Unit Card in a plastic

sleeve and mark these with a dry erase marker

as they are depleted. This is not necessary, as

Health may be tracked by two D6 dice or a D1 2,

or pen and paper. The method doesn't matter

much as long as this information is clear to any

player at any time. (I t may wind up being

unnecessary to have the Health Grid on the

Unit Card. This is one of the smaller points

we'd l ike to sort out with the Beta.)

When a unit is reduced to 0 Health Points, it is

rendered Inert and immediately gains sufficient

Time Points to bring its total up to 6 TP. (See

below for more on Time Points.) An Inert unit

cannot move or act and may not be targeted

(except by the Absorb Action, described below )

or take further damage. I t stays in play in its

unti l i t runs out of TP, after which it wil l either

respawn at a friendly base or be removed from

the game, depending on battle type.

Below the Health Grid, in the lower left of the

card, is the Heat Panel.

Each unit has a Norm value, a Fever value and

a Coma value. The Heat system is explained in

more detai l below, but in a nutshell , this is a

gauge of a unit's temperature, which has

tactical implications. The scale ranges from 1 to

1 2, again easily tracked with 2 D6 dice or a

D1 2, pen and paper or some other method that

makes the value clear to any player at any time.

Units start a match with their temperature at

their Norm value.

The bulk of the card is covered by the series of

Action Panels, which are described in greater

detai l below, but i l lustrated here.

The lower right corner of the card

holds the unit's Value. This is

relevant for certain battle styles

and army creation, which is also

described in detai l below.
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ACTIONS, SUCCESS & FAILURE
Each unit has a set ofActions that it can use in

combat. These are l isted on the Unit Cards,

each with its attendant statistics and effects as

relevant. Actions targeting enemy units are

called attacks.

Actions have four small boxes (Stat Boxes) that

define their use, and a large text box (Effect

Box) for other effects the action may have.

Some actions wil l not have extra effects. Some

Stat Boxes wil l be blank, which means they are

irrelevant to the action in question.

The top left Stat Box is Range

(RNG), measured in cells on a

grid map, and inches on a free-

form map. Measure from the

edge of the unit's base for free-

form map play. Actions with a

RNG of Self wil l have a range

listed in the Effects box.

Attacks with a RNG of 1 are always considered

to be Melee Attacks, unless otherwise noted in

the Effects box. Attacks with a RNG of 2 or

more are always considered Ranged Attacks,

unless otherwise noted in the Effects box.

The top right Stat Box is the

Attack Type box, and can have

WILL or POW and a number.

This is the primary Attack Stat,

dictating how many dice you rol l

for the attack and what type of

attack the action is. WILL-based

attacks must be defended

against with the defender's WILL

stat. POW-based attacks must be defended

against with either Melee Defense (MDEF) or

Ranged Defense (RDEF), according to the

Range type.

Atacks typical ly require both the attacker and

the defender to rol l dice. Players rol l dice

according to their unit stats and Attack types.

Rolls of 1 or 2 are considered "failures" and

rol ls of 3, 4, 5 or 6 are considered "successes".

Compare the number of successes for both

players, which defines the results of the Attack.

WILL-based attacks wil l always succeed ful ly if

the attacker rol ls more successes than the

defender. They wil l fai l ful ly and have no effect

on the target if the defender rol ls an equal or

greater number of successes than the attacker.

POW-based attacks affect the defender's

Health. The defending unit takes damage equal

to the number of successes the attacker rol ls

minus the number of successes the defender

rol ls. (So an attacker who rol led five successes

wil l do three damage to a defender who only

rol led two successes.) I t is possible for the

defender to completely block all incoming

damage, unless an Action states otherwise.

The lower left Stat Box is the

TIME box. This is the cost of the

action in Time Points. Time

Points are one of the keys to

tactics in Zomblobs! , a unique

quirk of the game, described in detai l below.

The bottom right Stat Box is the

HEAT box. Actions cause the

unit's Heat to change by the

number in the box, up if the

arrows in the background point

up, down if the arrows in the

background point down.

The temperature system is

another crucial quirk of Zomblobs! and it is also

described in detai l below.
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TIME POINTS AND TURNS
Players do not take turns activating al l of their

units or activating one unit at a time as in many

other games. Units are activated (they take

their turn) according to their own personal unit

clocks, and these clocks use Time Points. I t is

convenient to use a D6 to track these Time

Points, but any method is fine, so long as each

unit's Time Point total is clear to al l players.

There are some key points to note about Time

Points and how they control the pace of the

game and activation order of units:

Actions have a TIME cost, and when a unit

uses an action, it gains Time Points

accordingly.

A unit can never have more than six Time

Points.

A unit may only be activated (take its turn) if

it has no Time Points.

If more than one unit may activate at the

same time (they all have zero Time Points),

the unit with the highest INITIATIVE value

activates first. (Settle ties with dice rolls.)

If all units currently in the game (including

Inert and Comatose units) have Time Points,

remove one Time Point from every unit.

You might think of these Time Points as ticks of

a clock counting down a unit's recovery before

acting again. Actions have varied costs, and

quicker actions wil l al low their units to activate

again sooner than slower actions. This tends to

make unit activations interweave, with no clear

"turn" for a given player, but rather, units simply

activating as their circumstances allow.

When a unit is activated, it may take its turn . A

unit's turn processes through four phases:

Check, Move, Rotate and Act.

A unit first checks to see if any static effects in

play are relevant, l ike another unit's Aura or an

environmental effect, and then applies its

effects immediately. A unit then moves

according to the movement rules (detai led

below), then chooses a direction to face.

Rotating does not cost Move points, and a unit

may rotate in place even if it cannot move.

Then the unit may use one of its Actions, paying

all appropriate Costs (Heat and Time and any

other costs l isted in the Effects box)

immediately, fol lowed by relevant attack and

defense rol ls and any Effects.

Note: Some Effects, l ike the blue one il lustrated
below in the Heat section, dictate a unit's choice

of target. Unless otherwise noted, units may

move and choose a facing before choosing a

target, but the Effect's requirements should sti l l

be met if possible. I f, for any reason, the Effect

may not be obeyed, the unit must end its turn

without using an Action.

A unit may choose to (or be forced to) end its

turn without using an Action. I f it does so, it

gains 2 Time Points. (I ts Heat doesn't change.)

HEAT: FEVERS, NORMALITY, COMASAND ACTION STATES
Units have a personal temperature, ranging

from 1 to 1 2. A D1 2 or a pair of D6s are good to

track this, but as long as each unit's

temperature is clear to al l players, any method

is fine. Unit temperature dictates which Actions
it may use. Units wil l be in a Fever state, a
Normal state or a Coma. Units in a Fever state

may only use

Actions with a

red, dry

background,

and units in a

Normal state

may only use

Actions with a blue, watery background. The

background color in the Heat panel reflects this.
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Units switch states between Fever and Normal

as dictated by their own Heat panel values. A

unit whose Heat value is equal to or higher than

their Fever value is considered to be Fevered.

A unit may gain Heat at the start of its turn

thanks to a variety of effects, so check for the

Fever/Normal state when Actions may be
chosen, not at the start of the unit's turn.
Units start the game at the Heat value noted on

their Unit Card as their Norm. They wil l not stay

at that value for long, but if they use the

Universal Action "Recover", their temperature

wil l move 2 units toward their Norm value.

Note: Zomblob units start in a Fever state,
while Ferals and Aspirants start in a Normal

state. Zomblob units tend to function best in the

Fever state, Aspirant units tend to function best

in the Normal state, and Feral units tend to

function well in either state, though their abil ities

change as they switch between states.

Units with Heat values equal to or beyond their

Coma value (above the value for Aspirants and

Ferals, below the value for Zomblobs) after the

Check phase of their turn are considered to be

Comatose. Comatose units may not move or

rotate, and may only use the Universal Action

"Recover" (see below). A unit wil l remain

Comatose unti l the Check phase of its next turn,

even if its Recover Action moved its Heat value

out of the Coma value range. Comatose units

may be targeted by other units as usual (they

are not untargetable l ike Inert units), and their

WILL, MDEF and RDEF are halved (round up to

the nearest whole number) when defending.

Managing Heat and planning ahead for state

shifts is another crucial component of

Zomblobs! tactical success. Canny planning

can minimize the potential downsides to

nonoptimal states and maximize options.

Cunning players can even use certain Actions

to influence the opponent units' Fever states.
Some terrain wil l also affect heat.

UNIVERSAL ACTIONS
Any blob unit can use one the fol lowing

Universal Actions on their turn (unless Inert or

Comatose) instead of an Action on their card.
Recover - This heals up to 2 Hit Points (a unit

cannot heal more health than it has lost), moves

the unit's Heat value up to 2 points closer to its

Norm (do not exceed the Norm in this move),

and costs 3 Time Points.

Defend - A Defending unit gains 2 WILL, 2

MDEF and 2 RDEF unti l the start of its next

turn, and may not be Pushed or Thrown.

Defending costs 3 Time Points.

Push - A unit may Push any adjacent unit

directly away from itself. The Pushed unit

travels 2 cells/inches or unti l i t runs into an

Obstacle, an elevation shift or another unit.

This push causes no damage, though it may

make a unit fal l , causing Fall ing Damage.

Absorb - A unit may Absorb an adjacent Inert

unit. I f it does so, it gains 3 Time Points, heals

up to 2 Hit Points, moves up to 2 Heat points

towards the absorbed unit's Norm value, and
most importantly, gains the ability to use the
absorbed unit's lowest listed Action.

This Absorbed Action has a gold border on the

Unit Card for clarity. The absorbed unit's Unit

Card should be placed underneath the

absorber's Unit Card with this gold-bordered

Action visible. The unit that absorbed the new

Action may use it l ike any of its other Actions

when in the proper Heat state.

An absorbed unit may not respawn.
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MOVEMENT: ELEVATION, TERRAINAND OBSTACLES
Units can typical ly move one cell (or inch) for

each Move point. Moving into a cell costs 1

Move point plus any modifiers. Elevation shifts,

some terrain types and obstacles wil l cost extra

Move points. I f these costs may not be met, the

unit may not move into the cell . Rotating is

free. Units may move through all ies, but may

not move through enemies, and may not end

their turn in the same cell as any other unit.

Maps have elevation levels, indicated visual ly

by borders and level values. The distance

between these levels is 1 /2 "vertical inch" for

the purposes of game play and moving up or

down a level costs 1 Move point. Maps from

other sources may also have levels of elevation;

treat these the same way, requiring 1 Move

point to go up or down 1 level. Blobs climb

down walls and cliffs so they do not take Fall

Damage. Fall Damage occurs if a unit is

Pushed or Thrown to a lower level. A unit
takes one unpreventable damage per two levels
of elevation it falls (round up). Being thrown to
higher elevations does not cause damage.
Cells with deep water, heavy woods, toxic

waste or rubble each take 1 extra Move point

for blob units to enter. These are Rough

Terrain types. Any other terrain type wil l incur

no movement penalty, and is Open Terrain .

Examples: A unit with a Move value of 3 may
move 3 cells across open terrain, or i t may

move into a cell of deep water but not a second,

or i t may climb 2 levels of elevation into

neighboring open terrain (2 Move points for the

climb, one for the move into the new cell), or i t

may climb down a level and move into rough

terrain, or a variety of other combinations.

For freeform play with terrain features, measure

the l inear distance a blob unit travels across

play surfaces (a tape ruler is good for this),

noting that it can travel up or down any surface

at any angle up to 90 degrees from horizontal (it

would fal l off of overhangs). No matter where

the blob unit goes, though, it must end its turn

on a surface with a slope of less than 45

degrees. In freeform play, estimate this, or

better, agree with other players during setup

which surfaces blobs may end their turns on.

Moving in Rough Terrain in freeform maps costs

twice as much, so a unit with 3" of movement

may only cover 1 .5" of Rough Terrain.

Obstacles sit on the cell l ines between cells.
These are typical ly walls, but may be any

objects that can sit on the cell lines and are at
least 1 level high. They may be present on

freeform maps as well , located anywhere, but

should be designated as such during setup.

Blob units may ooze through certain Obstacles
but wil l have to cl imb over or go around most of

them. A blob unit may move through a Light
Obstacle (ruined wall , l ight fence, or gate) at

a cost of 1 extra move point (so one move point

for the obstacle, one for the new cell it's moving

to plus any modifiers). I t may move further (if it

has remaining Move points) and act as normal

once it is through the Obstacle.

Blobs must go around or over other walls and

obstacles. Blobs may climb over them at a cost

of 1 move point per height level of Obstacle

cl imbed up or down (so climbing up onto a roof

would be cheaper than climbing up and then

down a heavy fence). Cell grid maps wil l have

Obstacles clearly labeled (see sample maps),

but as noted above, freeform play requires

players to define these during setup.

Some units may be able to Jump during

Actions. Blobs jump over and therefore ignore
enemy units, Obstacles and elevation changes.
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TARGETING, LINE OF SIGHT ANDDEFENSE MODIFIERS
When a unit needs to choose an Action's target,

it may choose any unit or location within the

Action's Range, within the unit's front arc,

unless otherwise noted in the Action panel.

Once a target is chosen, the "Line of Sight"

(LOS) may be calculated. LOS is an imaginary

l ine drawn directly between the center of the

attacker and the center of the target. Blobs do

not rely on sight alone to sense other units, but

if their sight is blocked, their Action is blunted.
The LOS below crosses cells A,B,C,D and E,

and the circled edges. Any can block the LOS.

If the LOS is unblocked , the Action effects

proceed without modification. I f the LOS is

blocked , the defender uses 2 extra dice to
roll for its defense.
On a cell grid map, a few things block LOS.

Enemy units or map features defined as
Obstacles (even Light Obstacles) block LOS.

Elevation shifts might be tricky, and they wil l

inevitably require player judgement. As a rule

of thumb, a LOS that goes only uphil l or

downhil l , or across a depression is unblocked ,

but a LOS that passes through a hil l is blocked .

LOS may be unblocked over enemy units or
Obstacles if the elevation of the attacker and

the target permit. I f the LOS passes precisely

along the edge between two cells, the defender

chooses which of the two is used to calculate

LOS. An obstacle on that edge blocks LOS.

See the diagram below for some examples of

blocked and unblocked LOS.

On a freeform map, it is best to estimate a unit's

l ine of sight with a straight ruler or laser sight.

Measure from the unit's "eye" to their potential

target. I f any part of the target unit (or its base)
is visible to the attacker, it has an unblocked

LOS. If a potential target is partially covered by
terrain, Obstacles or other units, it does not get

the blocked LOS defense bonus. If a unit is

attacked from its back arc, it is FLANKED,
and uses one fewer die for its defense.

Unblocked LOS:

A - C, B - C, C - D (uphil l/downhil l)

B - D (obstacle end does not block LOS)

B - E, E - F

C - F (the obstacle is ful ly on lower levels)

B - F possibly; defender's choice
(uphil l/downhil l , unit E might not block the B to F

LOS because the nearby Level 1 cel l is clear)

Blocked LOS:

A - B, A - D, A to E, A - F (hi l l in the way;

elevation up then down)

C to E, F to D, D - E (obstacle)

E to C, D to F (blocked by obstacle and enemy
unit, but the LOS only counts as blocked once)

E to A (blocked by B and hil l)
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AREA OF EFFECT & SPRAY ACTIONS
Some Actions l ist "AoE 3", "AoE 7", "Spray 5" or

"Spray 1 0" in their Effects box. Targeting on a

grid map is i l lustrated below, and there are

templates in the art assets below for play on

gridless maps. The attacking player rol ls dice

once for the entire attack, but the defender rol ls
defense separately for each unit under attack.
AoE 3 - Target one cell in range, and two

adjacent cel ls that are also adjacent to each

other. All three cells take ful l damage. On a

gridless map, target a point in range, and

overlay the template. Any unit ful ly or partial ly

covered by the template takes ful l damage.

AoE 7 - Target one cell in range. This cel l takes

ful l damage and all adjacent cel ls take one less

damage (may not be less than 0). On a

gridless map, target a point in range and

overlay the template. Any units completely

covered by the template take ful l damage, any

partial ly covered take one less damage (may

not be less than 0).

Spray - Choose a direction and apply the attack

to the indicated area, either size 5 or 1 0. Red

areas on the templates take ful l damage, yel low

areas take one less damage (may not be less

than 0). Units need only be touched (not

covered) by the areas to take Spray damaged.

SQUAD COMPOSITION
Zomblobs! is designed to be played with squads

of six units per player. The core squads listed

below are designed to be roughly balanced.

The Values l isted on the Unit Cards for each

squad are summed to give the Squad Value.

The core game assumes each player wil l be

play a squad that has a Squad Value of 35, with

one unit of each of six breed subspecies.

This need not always be the case, however. As

long as the Squad Value is equal between

players, teams may be comprised of any

combination of units. You may also wish to

handicap one player by limiting them to a lower

Squad Value or number of units. The Value of

each individual Zomblob! unit is a handy way to

customize your squads.

MATCH TYPES, SETUP AND VICTORYCONDITIONS
Zomblobs! may be played in a few ways.

Matches fal l into two general categories;

Survival and Objective. Survival matches use

basic Zomblob! units. Objective matches may

include Spawning Pools, and often include

other objects that the Zomblob! units can

interact with, l ike flags or neutral units.

Survival Matches

These are straightforward bouts of el imination.

The last player control l ing active units is the
winner (inert units are not considered active,
though they are sti l l part of the game). Players

agree on a map and Squad composition, then
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place their units on opposite sides (either pair)

within two rows of the map edge (this being the
default Placement Zone, noting that some

maps may have alternate Placement Zones that

wil l be designated on the maps). They then

proceed to play as described above unti l only

one player controls active units. Units do not

respawn in survival matches.

Objective Matches (some examples)

Objective matches cover a wide variety of

scenarios. Here are a few:

-King of the Hill

Players fight to control a key map location (a

cell or 1 inch diameter circle, agreed upon by

players). One player starts the game in control

of this location and sets up his units within three

cells (inches). Other players set up their units

in Placement Zones around the map edges.

I f a Zomblob! unit starts its turn in the key

location (within the cell or having its center

within the circle), that unit's control ler is

immediately granted control of the location. The

game ends when only one player has active

units, but the player who controls the key
location at that time wins the match.
-DNA Capture

A neutral unit starts the game in the center of

the map. This unit holds archival DNA that wil l

benefit whichever breed captures it. This unit

does not move or attack, and defense rol ls are

simply rol led by any opposing player.

Each player places a Spawning Pool in their

Placement Zone during setup. This Pool fi l ls a

map cell (or a one inch diameter circle) and is

immovable, untargetable, does not block LOS,

and units may not end their turn on top of it,

though they may pass through it.

Most defeated units respawn at ful l health,

normal heat and 0 time points, six Time Ticks

after they are rendered Inert, unless they are

absorbed by another unit first. They respawn in

their control ler's Spawning Pool and then

immediately take a normal turn. Note! Neutral
units do not respawn, and their DNA stays
behind on the map if a unit carrying it respawns.

The first team to Absorb the neutral unit and

bring its DNA back to their Spawning Pool wins.

-Build a Blob

Build the most valuable unit by Absorbing other

units. The first player to control an active unit
that starts its turn with a value of 25 or more (or

some other value agreed upon during setup)

wins. For this game type, the value of a blob

unit is the sum of its native value and any units

it has Absorbed. Inert units have a value of 0,

no matter how many other units they have

Absorbed, and a unit Absorbing an inert unit

also Absorbs all the units that inert unit had
previously Absorbed, complete with their value

and their gold-bordered Absorbed Abil ity.

Units do not respawn in Build a Blob.

-Spawn Control

Each player starts with a Spawning Pool with

their team in the Standard Deployment Zones.

Players agree on sites for 3 Neutral 'Pools.

Any Spawning Pool may be captured via the
Absorb Universal Action. The first player to

control 3 or 4 (agreed upon at game's start)

Spawning Pools wins the game (declared

immediately on capture of the last necessary

Spawning Pool).

Units respawn (from any friendly 'Pool) in

Spawn Control as long as they have a friendly

'Pool to respawn in.

Many other scenarios may be imagined and

agreed upon by players. We also intend to offer

new maps and scenarios as occasion permits.
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RULE QUESTIONS
Zomblobs! rules can't possibly cover al l play

situations, so please use common sense and

courtesy in dealing with rule questions. As the

game is currently in beta, some rules may sti l l

need to be reworked, introduced, or el iminated,

so please let us know if you run into problems

and how you might suggest resolving them.

Please play courteously, and have fun!

BETA PDF ASSETS
The Unit Cards, Unit Tokens, Obstacles, Terrain

Widgets and maps below are offered for use in

playing the Beta version of Zomblobs! They

may be printed and/or copied for personal use,

but may not be resold. Copyright reserved by

Taylor Eshelman, 201 2.

FEEDBACK
This is a game sti l l under development. We

greatly value and welcome your feedback.

Please address it to T. Eshelman or Tesh at

tishtoshtesh@gmail .com. Thank you!
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